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a b s t r a c t

We investigated a high-purity cold-rolled martensitic Fe-9wt%Mn alloy. Tensile tests performed at room
temperature after tempering for 6 h at 450 �C showed discontinuous yielding. Such static strain ageing
phenomena in Fe are usually associated with the segregation of interstitial elements such as C or N to
dislocations. Here we show by correlative transmission electron microscopy (TEM)/atom probe tomog-
raphy (APT) experiments that in this case Mn segregation to edge dislocations associated with the for-
mation of confined austenitic states causes similar effects. The local chemical composition at the
dislocation cores was investigated for different tempering temperatures by APT relative to the adjacent
bcc matrix. In all cases the Mn partitioning to the dislocation core regions matches to the one between
ferrite and austenite in thermodynamic equilibrium at the corresponding tempering temperature.
Although a stable structural and chemical confined austenitic state has formed at the dislocation cores
these regions do not grow further even upon prolonged tempering. Simulation reveals that the high Mn
enrichment along the edge dislocation lines (25 at.%Mn at 450 �C) cannot be described merely as a
Cottrell atmosphere formed by segregation driven by size interaction. Thermodynamic calculations
based on a multiscale model indicate that these austenite states at the dislocation cores are subcritical
and defect-stabilized by the compression stress field of the edge dislocations. Phenomenologically, these
states are the 1D equivalent to the so-called complexions which have been extensively reported to be
present at 2D defects, hence have been named linear complexions.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mediummanganese steels are of high scientific and commercial
interest as they combine high strength and ductility with low
material costs [1]. A broad range of mechanical properties can be
achieved for these alloys by adjusting the thermomechanical
treatment. Identification of the optimum thermomechanical pro-
cessing for tuning these alloys for specific properties requires
precise knowledge about the underlying deformation mechanisms,
both at ambient and elevated temperatures [2,3]. In this context
both, the segregation of solutes and the reversion from martensite
into austenite can significantly alter the deformation behavior.

Grain boundary segregation can either cause catastrophic grain
boundary embrittlement [4], or substantial strengthening [5],
sensitively depending on the applied heat treatment. Segregation
of solutes to dislocations (Cottrell atmospheres) [6] can cause upper
and lower yield points, strain localization (Lüders bands) and a
serrated stress-strain curve, often referred to as jerky flow,
Portevin-Le Chatelier, or dynamic strain aging effect [6,7]. Such a
behavior was mainly reported for the interstitial Fe-C and Fe-N
systems in binary [6], ferritic [8] and martensitic alloys [9] and
also in austenitic Fe-Mn-C TWIP steels [10]. Most reports on the
strain aging behavior of iron-based interstitial-containing alloys
assume that the interstitial-dislocation interaction is the governing
mechanism (e.g. in Fe-18%Ni steel), as interstitials have a compa-
rably high mobility and strongly interact with dislocations [11].
However, investigations of the FCC Cu-Al [12] and Cu-Mn systems
[12] showed that static and dynamic strain aging is a general
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phenomenon, which can be observed even when no interstitial
atoms are involved. Cottrell atmospheres composed of C [13,14], B
[15], W [16], As [17], Cu and Mo [18,19], Cr and V [20,21] were
observed in steels. Simulations predict an attractive driving force
for equilibrium segregation of Mn to edge dislocations in ferrite
[22] but so far, corresponding experimental evidence was only
presented for the non-equilibrium segregation of Mn to disloca-
tions in irradiated Eurofer 97 steel [19,21].

Mn segregation plays a key role in the formation of reverted
austenite which enables the design of high strength and ductile
medium manganese steels. Numerous works were devoted to
explore new strategies of thermomechanical processing in order to
understand and optimize austenite reversion times, morphology,
size effects and the stability of the reverted austenitewhen exposed
tomechanical loads [23e25]. Grain boundaries and dislocations are
well-known sites for the nucleation of new phases in systems such
as Fe-Au and Fe-Cu [26], for carbide nucleation in steels [27] and for
the nucleation of martensite [28]. Heterogeneous nucleation at
defects requires less activation energy than homogenous nucle-
ation due to the reduction of the required interface energy. How-
ever, segregation to defects locally alters the chemical composition
and thereby the thermodynamic driving force for phase trans-
formations and can therefore have an additional strong effect for
phase nucleation at decorated defects. If the local chemical
composition at a defect comes close to the one of a new phase in
thermodynamic equilibrium at the given temperature a local phase
transformation at the defect can occur which would not happen
without segregation [29,30]. This concept has been successfully
applied to the development of martensitic medium manganese
steels with high strength and ductility [1e4,31,32].

Since at least half a century, it has been speculated [33e37] that
grain boundaries and other interfaces can be analyzed using local
equilibrium thermodynamics and may transform in a manner
analogous to bulk phases, although equilibrium interfacial states do
not satisfy the Gibbs definition of a phase because they are inho-
mogeneous and may have gradients of structure, composition,
properties and other parameters. Therefore, the term “complexion”
was introduced in the literature to denote an equilibrium interfacial
state and to emphasize the fact that they would not exist without
the adjoining bulk phase(s) [38e41]. The existence of confined
states (or complexions) at interfaces has been investigated since at
least two decades, especially at grain boundaries by high-resolution
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) as an
attempt to explain phenomena such as abnormal grain growth
(especially in alumina), grain boundary embrittlement (noteworthy
in the systems AleGa, NieBi, SiC and Si3N4) and activated sintering
[38e40,42,43], that could not be successfully described before by
purely mechanistic explanations. It has been recognized also that
similar chemically and thermally induced structural transitions,
analogous to grain boundary complexions, may also occur in the
structure of dislocations, triple lines and quadruple junctions,
whichmay affect the nucleation and propagation of cracks and alter
the dislocation dynamics [40]. In a prior study, the current authors
conducted correlative transmission electron microscopy e atom
probe tomography (TEM-APT) investigations on the Fe-9wt%Mn
system showing that the strain field of dislocations can induce state
transitions which phenomenologically resemble complexion tran-
sitions [44]. The local chemical composition at the dislocation cores
was investigated for different tempering temperatures by APT. It
was observed that for each temperature the composition matched
the Mn equilibrium partitioning content expected for the corre-
sponding austenitewhen in equilibriumwith adjacent ferrite. Since
these states do not further grow even after prolonged tempering
treatments, the authors introduced the term “linear complexion” in
analogy to “planar complexions” to describe these subcritical

defect-stabilized states [44]. Here we present further experimental
details including atom probe crystallography, introduce a theoret-
ical model and discuss the underlying mechanisms and their con-
sequences for the resulting properties associated with this linear
complexion phenomenon.

2. Materials and methods

The binary Fe-9wt%Mn alloy was cast into a rectangular billet of
4 kg in a vacuum induction furnace. The slabs were hot-rolled at
1100 �C from 60 to 6 mm thickness and then water quenched.
Subsequently, highly segregated edges of the slab were cut off. The
billets were reheated to 1100 �C for 1 h and water quenched to
room temperature to minimize Mn banding. Table 1 summarizes
the chemical composition after homogenization according to wet
chemical analysis. In the equilibrium state at room temperature the
alloy composition is in the two phase region (ferrite and austenite).
After water quenching from the homogenizing temperature the
alloy is fully martensitic. Further tempering of the alloy for 6,18 and
336 h at 450 �C in the two phase field was conducted in an air
circulated furnace followed by water quenching.

Static strain ageing tensile testingwas performed after 50% cold-
rolling and tempering for 6 h at 450 �C on flat samples with a
thickness, width and gauge length of 1 mm, 5 mm and 25 mm,
respectively, at an initial strain rate of 10 3 s 1 at room tempera-
ture. Three samples were analyzed in total. For the tensile tests, a
Kammrath and Weiss stage was used, and the strain was measured
by digital image correlation (DIC) using Aramis software (GOM
GmbH). Samples processed by 50% cold-rolling and tempering for
6 h at 450 �C were investigated by correlative TEM/APT using the
experimental setup described in Ref. [45].

The atom probe specimens were prepared using a FEI Helios
NanoLab 600i dual-beam FIB/SEM instrument. The specimens were
extracted from the surface of the bulk material by the FIB lift-out
procedure outlined by Thompson et al. [46], deposited on a bisec-
ted, electropolished TEM grid, sharpened to tip radii of below
100 nm and subsequently imaged by STEM and analyzed by APT as
described by Herbig et al. [45]. APT characterization was conducted
on a Cameca LEAP 3000X HR instrument, at a base temperature of
50 ± 4 K, operated in laser-pulsedmode (wavelength 532 nm; pulse
repetition rate: 250 kHz) with 0.4 nJ pulse energy. Reconstruction
was carried out using commercial software (Cameca IVAS®)
following the protocol introduced by Geiser et al. [47]. TEM images
of the atom probe samples were used as templates to fine-tune
parameters ensuring the correctness of the spatial dimensions in
the reconstructed 3D atom maps. Alternatively, structural features
extracted from atom probe tomography data, e.g. atomic planes
[48], were used to calibrate the tomographic reconstruction and
perform additional crystallographic analysis of the dislocations
[49]. TEMwas conducted in a JEOL JEM-2200FS operated at 200 kV.

3. Experimental observations

3.1. Mechanical behavior

Fig. 1 shows the result of a tensile test performed at room
temperaturewith a strain rate of 10 3 s 1 on the 50% cold-rolled (to
increase the dislocation density) and subsequently tempered (6 h at
450 �C) material. The slow strain rate was selected in order to avoid
adiabatic heating. A drop in the stress level by 5MPa after the onset
of yielding is observed indicating a softening mechanisms which is
attributed to the production of a sufficient density of mobile dis-
locations [6,50].
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3.2. Microstructure characterization

Performing TEM prior to APT on the same specimen allows to
directly link structural information (TEM) with chemical informa-
tion (APT) [44,45,51,52]. This enables in the current case the cross-
correlation of lattice defects and associated local chemical in-
homogeneities measured by APT. Fig. 2 depicts such a correlative
STEM/atom probe analysis performed on the cold-rolled and
tempered (6 h at 450 �C) material. Two low angle grain boundaries
and a single dislocation, highlighted by blue arrows, are visible in
both datasets. Not all dislocations visible in the STEM micrograph
have solute enrichment that is sufficiently high to be detected by
APT (red arrow 1). Also linear features enriched in Mn are visible in
APT but not visible in the STEM image (red arrow 2). Fig. 3 presents
two further examples of Mn enrichment to dislocation core regions
after longer tempering times of 18 h and 336 h, respectively.

We performed both quantitative chemical analysis of the Mn
enrichment at selected individual dislocations and of the average
Mn enrichment to all dislocations observed. The chemical compo-
sition was investigated using two different approaches, namely, via
one-dimensional concentration profiles taken along specific
cylinder-shaped regions of interest, giving precise local composi-
tion information but poor statistics, and via proximity histogram
analysis [53], which gives good statistics for the average Mn
enrichment profile across the entire iso-concentration surface but
it neglects local deviations. Concentration profiles were computed
transverse and along individual dislocation lines as depicted in
Fig. 4 andmarked as (1), (3) and (2), (4), respectively. The analysis is
related to the Fe-9wt%Mn alloy, 50% cold-rolled tempered at 450 �C
for 6 h. The error bars represent statistical counting errors. A con-
centration of 25 ± 2 at.% Mn at the dislocation core is observed.
When plotting 1D concentration profiles that intersect the dislo-
cations at a 90� angle at certain points comparable peak concen-
trations of about 25e30 at.% Mn are observed. However, the 1-D
concentration profiles plotted along straight dislocation line seg-
ments reveal that there are periodic changes in the Mn concen-
tration with a spacing of ~5 nm along the dislocations (Fig. 4 (2),
(4)). Themorphology of Mn enrichment at the dislocations thus has
a “pearl necklace-like” appearance (Fig. 4 (2), (4)). Bothmethods (1-
D concentration profile and proximity histogram analysis) yield
comparable results, namely, Mn enrichment of around 25 at% at the
core regions of the dislocations. This corresponds to an enrichment
factor of 2.7 compared to the bulk concentration of Mn. The average
thickness of the measured Mn-enriched zone is about 2 nm.

Fig. 5 shows an atom probe crystallographic analysis of the
upper grain depicted in Fig. 2(b) (related to the Fe-9wt%Mn alloy,
50% cold-rolled tempered at 450 �C for 6 h). The {222} pole is
directing upwards. All dislocations in the volume are positioned on
either {112} or {123} planes, both of which are typical slip planes for
the bcc system. Additionally, for each dislocation a 〈111〉 slip di-
rection perpendicular to the dislocation line segment was found,
identifying the associated dislocation character as edge type. The

Table 1

Chemical composition of Fe-9wt%Mn in wt% according to wet-chemical analysis.

Mn C Ni Co Mo Si Al S P O N Fe

8.46 0.0075 0.0175 0.0022 <0.002 0.0024 <0.002 0.0047 <0.002 0.0102 0.0040 balance

Fig. 1. Stress-strain curve of the material at room temperature after 50% cold-rolling
and tempering at 450 �C for 6 h prior to testing. Static strain aging is observed.

Fig. 2. Correlative TEM/APT investigation of Fe-9wt%Mn alloy, 50% cold-rolled and subsequently tempered at 450 �C for 6 h for promoting Mn enrichment at lattice defects; (a)
Bright-field STEM image; (b) Corresponding atom probe tomography measurement. Areas with Mn concentrations above 12 at% are highlighted by iso-concentration surfaces. The
blue arrows mark grain boundaries and dislocations that are visible in both, the TEM micrograph and the 3D atommap. The analysis is conducted on an APT data set that was taken
from Ref. [44]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Fe-9wt%Mn alloy, 50% cold-rolled and subsequently tempered at 450 �C for (a) 18 h and (b) 336 h; Mn enrichment to dislocation is clearly visible in both cases.

Fig. 4. 1D concentration analyses along cylindrical regions of interest of individual dislocations in Fe-9wt%Mn alloy, 50% cold-rolled tempered at 450 �C for 6 h (a) and (b) show
examples from different samples. (1,3) mark concentration profiles transverse and (2,4) along the dislocations with cylinder diameters of 2 nm and 1 nm, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Atom probe crystallographic analysis performed on the sub-region of the upper grain depicted in Fig. 2b (aec) (relative to the Fe-9wt%Mn alloy, 50% cold-rolled tempered at
450 �C for 6 h), and associated transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (d). (a) 3D atom map and corresponding projection of the volume's density along the tip axis. The
density plot reveals the presence of a pole with a clear three-fold symmetry which is identified as a (222) pole. (b) Top view of the reconstructed volume shown in (a) with
superposed stereographic projection. For clarity, no atoms are displayed. The {110} and {123} bcc slip planes that coincide with the dislocations visible in form of Mn enrichments
are highlighted as straight red and green lines. (c) Angle to different sets of (011) planes observed in the tomographic reconstruction allows for unambiguous identification of the
orientation of the dislocation and of the 〈111〉 slip direction which is perpendicular to the dislocation lines (edge dislocations). (d) TEM analysis on the same materials shows the
presence of a fcc phase along the edge dislocation line segments. The dark field TEM micrograph is taken from the fcc area in the diffraction pattern as indicated by the yellow circle.
Crystallographic analysis shows 〈111〉 slip direction at a 90� angle to the dislocation line segments, as indicated by the projections of the 〈111〉 directions in the bright field
micrograph. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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same crystallographic analysis was performed on further datasets
with the same outcome. An analogous TEM analysis was performed
on the same material (Fig. 5) following the procedure described in
Ref. [44]. Fig. 5 (d) shows a small angle grain boundary composed of
an array of dislocations where the dark field image is taken from
the area of fcc spots in the [001] zone axis as indicated by the
yellow circle in the diffraction pattern. The low contrast is due to
the small volume fraction of fcc and the accordingly high exposure
time needed to record the image. In the TEM image the {001} plane
trace and the projections of 〈111〉 slip directions, as obtained by
tilting experiments, are also shown. The transformed dislocation
segments lie on {110} planes and with a 〈111〉 slip direction
standing vertical to the line segments confirming that these dis-
locations segments have edge character. It might be surprising to
observe such high density of edge dislocations in a bcc material.
Edge dislocations in bcc Fe have much higher mobility at room
temperature than screw dislocations and therefore in bcc micro-
structures deformed at room temperature mainly screw disloca-
tions are observed [54,55]. We explain this observation by the high
degree of preceding cold deformation in this Fe-9wt%Mn alloy and
to the pinning effect exerted by the compositional decoration of the
dislocation core regions. 50% cold-rolling was performed to in-
crease the dislocation density in this material. The resulting dislo-
cation interactions create highly entangled dislocation networks
and small angle grain boundaries which immobilizes many of the
edge dislocation segments. This cold-rolled material is hence
assumed to contain an even higher density of screw dislocations
than edge dislocations which, however, are not visible in the APT
reconstructions as they are not decorated by Mn.

The concentration of 25 at% Mn measured at the edge disloca-
tion cores at a tempering temperature of 450 �C corresponds to the
thermodynamic equilibrium partitioning content of Mn in the
austenite at this temperature. If austenite forms at dislocations the
corresponding equilibrium Mn partitioning concentrations should
also be observed for the cases of other tempering temperatures.
Therefore, further atom probe experiments after tempering of the
same material at 400 �C and 540 �C were conducted and an
excellent agreement of the thermodynamically expected equilib-
rium partitioning Mn concentrations in austenite with the
measured peak concentration at the dislocation core was found for
all three temperatures studied. These observations indicate that the
dislocation cores have indeed transformed into austenite. These
results were previously reported elsewhere [44] and reproduced
and adapted in Fig. 6. The same publication [44] also presents re-
sults of specimens subjected to extended isothermal tempering
experiments (up to 336 h) revealing that the Mn-enriched zones
are confined to the widths of the dislocation cores and do not grow
beyond the dislocation core regions even upon long tempering
treatments of up to several hundred hours.

4. Multiscale modelling

4.1. Transformation of dislocation cores

Strong elemental enrichment in conjunction with pronounced
local elastic distortions may promote phase transformations [29].
Segregation-induced phase transformation has already been stud-
ied on grain boundaries in a medium Mn alloy [4] and can be well
explained in terms of standard thermodynamic equilibrium cal-
culations. The level of Mn enrichment on some dislocations in the
tempered Fe-9wt%Mn alloy reaches the equilibrium concentration
of Mn in austenite at the tempering temperatures of 400 �C, 450 �C
and 540 �C, respectively, as outlined above [2].

We investigate this phenomenon bymodelling the nucleation of
austenite in a martensitic matrix containing an edge dislocation.

The model is presented in Ref. [44], assumed an upper bound in the
interaction between the complexion and the dislocation. In that
analysis, it was assumed that the formation of the inclusion, i.e. of
the transformed region, is able to remove all strain induced by the
dislocation within the inclusion. This can be possible if mass
transport is permitted and if only incoherent interfaces are
considered. However, this is generally not true if the local phase
forms coherent boundaries with the matrix. Additionally, the
former analysis uses the more simple Volterra solution for the
dislocation stress field, which is inaccurate for regions immediately
adjacent to the dislocation core (where the linear complexion
forms).

Therefore here we present a more advanced model which is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 7. The local phase transition forms a
pseudo-two-dimensional inclusion, characterized by a radius R and
an eigenstrain ε

!
ij. The total free energy change of the system due to

the formation of the inclusion is given by

DFtot ¼ DFform þ DFesh þ DFint þ DFg (1)

whereDFform is the change in energy due to the formation energy of
the phase transformation, DFesh is the self-energy of the Eshelby
inclusion due to the eigenstrain ε

*
ij, DFint is the interaction energy

between the inclusion and the dislocation stress field sdisl and DFg
is the energy change due to the interface between the fcc inclusion

Fig. 6. Atom probe analysis of samples which were cold-rolled and tempered at three
different temperatures: 400 �C, 450 �C and 540 �C. The plot contains Mn concentration
profiles from the dislocation core outwards into the matrix, integratively measured
over several dislocations via proximity histograms based on 14% iso-concentration
surfaces. Mn concentrations of ~30, 25 at% Mn and 20 at%, respectively, at the dislo-
cation core is observed for samples tempered at 400 �C, 450 �C and 540 �C, respec-
tively. The thermodynamically predicted values at the respective temperature are
marked by dashed lines. Adapted from Ref. [44].

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the current linear complexion phenomenon as an
Eshelby problem. The linear complexion is modeled as a pseudo-two-dimensional
inclusion in an infinite solid in the presence of an edge dislocation.
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and the bcc matrix. The effect of the dislocation is encapsulated in
the term DFint, which is found to be always negative (favorable). To
calculate DFtot as accurately as possible, we used a multiscale
approach, where we informed the continuum model outlined
above with atomistic and first principles calculations.

4.2. Formation energy change, DFform

We calculated the formation energy change using Density
Functional Theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [56,57] in conjunction with Vanderbilt
ultrasoft pseudopotentials [58], and the generalized gradient
correction by Perdew and Wang [59,60]. The fcc and bcc structures
were calculated assuming antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
states, respectively. The results of the DFT calculations are sum-
marized in Table 2.

Here, we assumed that the volume fraction of the inclusions is
sufficiently small such that the nominal concentration of Mn in the
surrounding bcc matrix remains unaffected by their formation. In
this case, the system can be approximated by the grand canonical
ensemble and the enthalpy of formation per atom Dhform in the
inclusion is given by

Dhform ¼ Dhfccð1 cÞFe cMn
 ½ð1 cÞmFe þ cmMn ' (2)

where, c is the concentration of Mn in the inclusion, Dhfcc
ð1 cÞFe cMn

is
the enthalpy of austenite with Mn concentration c, and mFe and mMn

are the chemical potentials of Fe and Mn, respectively. The last two
terms were calculated from the bcc matrix with 9 at.%Mn. Using
values from Table 2 gives Dhform ¼  11.3 meV.

To calculate the free energy, the entropy per atom Ds should in
principle be calculated. Although this quantity can also be calcu-
lated from first principles by considering all different contributions
(e.g. configurational, vibrational, electronic, magnetic, etc.), such a
calculation is computationally intensive and is beyond the scope of
this paper. Instead, we assumed that the free energy change per
atom Dfform is on the order of Dh (i.e. 0 to  80 meV), which is
consistent with the value calculated from Calphad using the Ther-
mocalc TCFE7 Database, which predicts Dfform ~  8.37 meV, and
explored the stability of the inclusionwithin that reasonable range.

4.3. Inclusion self-energy and interaction energy change

The inclusion self-energy DFesh and the inclusion-dislocation
interaction energy DFint is given by the standard Eshelby inclu-
sion problem in the presence of an external field,

DFesh ¼  
1
2

�

SijklCklmn  Cijmn

 

ε
!
mnε

!
ijVincl; (3)

DFint ¼  s
disl
ij ε

!
ijVincl; (4)

where Sijkl is the Eshelby tensor, Cijmn is the stiffness tensor, s
disl
ij is

the average dislocation stress field inside the inclusion, and Vincl is
the volume of the inclusion.

To determine the dislocation stress field s
disl
ij in the vicinity of

the dislocation core, molecular static calculations were performed
using the embedded atom potential (EAM) by Mendelev et al. [61],
which accurately reproduces the dislocation structure calculated
from first principles [62]. The full stress tensor is calculated using
the standard virial expressions. The sdisl11 component of the stress is
shown in Fig. 8.

For a cylindrical inclusion, the Eshelby tensor is given by
Ref. [63]:

S1111 ¼ S2222 ¼
5 4n
2ð1 nÞ

; (5)

S1122 ¼ S2211 ¼
3 4n
2ð1 nÞ

; (6)

S1212 ¼
3 8n
8ð1 nÞ

; (7)

S1133 ¼ S2233 ¼
n

2ð1 nÞ
; (8)

S2323 ¼ S1313 ¼
2 n

4ð1 nÞ
; (9)

S3333 ¼ S3311 ¼ S3322 ¼ 0: (10)

The assumption of a cylindrical inclusion would lead to an un-
derestimation of DFesh, but the approximation is sufficient for the
purposes of the analysis here. Errors in DFesh due to this approxi-
mation can be considered as uncertainty in the formation energy
DFform, since both terms scale with the inclusion volume Vincl.

Since we assume that the inclusion forms a coherent interface
with the matrix, the eigenstrain ε

*
ij requires careful consideration.

Orientation relationships that produce large strains in the 〈111〉-
direction are energetically favored due to favorable elastic inter-
action with the large compressive stresses within the dislocation
core (see Fig. 8). The orientation relationship (OR) that maximizes
this interaction is {011}a/{011}g, which carries an eigenstrain of
ε
!
11 ¼  12:1%, ε!22 ¼ 1:5% and ε

!
33 ¼ 7:7%. This OR would nor-

mally be unstable against more conventional ORs (e.g. Kurdjumov-
Sachs, Nishiyama-Wassermann) in bulk, but is energetically more
favorable in the compression region within the dislocation core.

Table 2

Values for the formation energy change for fcc and bcc structures assuming anti-
ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states calculated using Density Functional Theory
(DFT).

Formula cMn Energy/atom (eV) Volume/atom (Å3) DE/Mn (eV)

fcc Fe32 0.0%  8.21 10.78 e

fcc Fe31Mn1 3.1%  8.24 10.79  0.93
fcc Fe28Mn4 12.5%  8.33 10.80  0.94
fcc Fe22Mn10 31.3%  8.49 10.93  0.89
fcc Fe21Mn11 34.4%  8.52 10.95  0.89
bcc Fe54 0.0%  8.31 11.34 e

bcc Fe48Mn6 11.1%  8.36 11.37  0.43
Fig. 8. The stress component sdisl11 as a function of position around the dislocation core
region.
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4.4. Interfacial energy

It is important to note that nucleation within the dislocation
core is heterogeneous. In particular, formation of the inclusion in
the compression region of the dislocation core replaces the stacking
fault by a fcc-bcc interface. If we approximate the cross-section of
the inclusion as a semicircle, schematically shown in Fig. 9, then the
energy contribution due to the interface is

DFg ¼ pRLgþ 2RLDg; (11)

where L is the length of the inclusion, g is the average interfacial
energy between bcc and fcc, and Dg is the average difference be-
tween the bcc-fcc interfacial energy and the stacking fault energy.
The stacking fault energy in bcc is relatively large, resulting in a very
narrow dislocation core. For simplicity, we considered the case Dg/
g≪ 1 and g to be in the order of the literature value of 0.2 J/m2 [64].

We conducted a parametric study of the energetics of the in-
clusion as a function of the inclusion radius R, the interfacial energy
g and the formation energy change per atom Dfform ¼ DFformD(VFe/
Vincl). From the analysis above, we looked at 0.1 J/m2 ( g ( 0.6 J/m2

and 80 meV( Dform( 0meV, which are reasonable ranges for the
system being considered. Fig. 10 shows a contour plot of the min-
imum radius Rmin, showing three distinct regions. Representative
plots for each region are shown in Fig. 11. When g is large and Dfform
is large (Fig. 11(a)), the elastic penalty due to the coherency
constraint dominates over the favorable formation energy and
inclusion-dislocation interaction. In this case, nucleation is ener-
getically unfavorable. On the other hand, if Dfform is large
(Fig. 11(b)), then nucleation is favorable, but the inclusion is un-
stable against coarsening (i.e. Rmin/∞). However, if g is small and
Dfform is not too small, it is possible to form a locally stable phase
around the dislocation that is stable against coarsening (Fig. 11(c)).

Fig. 10 shows some interesting properties about the dislocation-
stabilized local phase. First, there exists a maximum, above which
the local transformation states cannot exist. This indicates that the
local structural transformations are only possible for such states
where they form coherent interfaces with the matrix, since inco-
herent boundaries have energies larger than 1 J m 2 [64]. Addi-
tionally, the local transformation state has a relatively narrow range
of size (R ~ 0.5 2 nm), which is roughly the size of the dislocation
core. The model, therefore, predicts that the sizes of the local states
are insensitive to temperature (which controls Dfform). This pre-
diction is consistent with the experimental observations (see
Fig. 6).

5. Discussion

The discontinuous yielding observed in the tensile tests per-
formed at room temperature on the tempered samples (Fig. 1) is

due to the static strain ageing effect. This phenomenon is
commonly observed in materials where the dislocations are pinned
by solutes and have to overcome a critical stress barrier to break
free from the Cottrell atmospheres that were formed during aging
or new mobile dislocations have to nucleate to accommodate
deformation. However, in the present case, the edge dislocations
are not blocked by substitutional Cottrell atmospheres but instead
immobilized by confined transformation states, which we refer
here to as linear complexions [44]. During cold-rolling prior to
tempering, a high density of mobile dislocations was introduced
into the microstructure. Upon subsequent tempering at 450 �C the
mobile edge dislocation segments were immobilized by solute
enrichment or local phase transformation. Their spontaneous andFig. 9. Schematic representation of the inclusion cross-section.

Fig. 10. Simulated equilibrium radius Rmin of a local transformation state, represented
in the current model as an inclusion, in the vicinity of an edge dislocation core region
as a function of formation energy per atom Dfform and interfacial energy g.

Fig. 11. Simulated change in free energy per unit length DFtot/L as a function of the size
R of a local transformation state at the dislocation core region, represented in the
current model as an inclusion, for the following parameters: (a) Dfform ¼  20 meV and
g ¼ 0.4 J/m2, (b) Dfform ¼  75 meV and g ¼ 0.4 J/m2, and (c) Dfform ¼  12 meV and
g¼0.2 J/m2.
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collective detachment and the formation of new mobile disloca-
tions upon loading is therefore proposed to have caused the pro-
nounced upper yield stress barrier and the discontinuous transition
from the elastic into the elastic-plastic deformation regime. As this
effect is observed here in a binarymediumMn alloy with very low C
content of 0.0022 wt% and since only negligible amounts of C were
found at the dislocations in APT, the pinning of dislocations is
primarily attributed to Mn. Since only edge dislocation segments
are immobilized in this case, screw segments are expected to be
still mobile. This might result in an easy multiplication of mobile
dislocations during straining and a rather small static aging effect
on the yield point. In comparison, interstitial elements like C and N
exhibit interactions with both edge and screw dislocations seg-
ments in the martensitic lattice due to its tetragonal distortion [65].

Our joint experimental and theoretical investigations indicate
the formation of confined austenitic states at edge dislocation cores
in an otherwise cubic martensitic matrix. Themodelling introduced
in this paper further indicates that these states are formed in the
compression zone of edge dislocations, since the compression
stress field can accommodate the contraction produced in the lat-
tice by the formation of austenite. Additionally, edge dislocations
are sinks of vacancies which allow fast diffusion of substitutional
elements like Mn to the dislocation cores [66]. We assume that due
to these two factors, only edge dislocations can act as effective sites
for the formation of these confined austenitic states, as indicated by
dislocation analysis using TEM and APT crystallography.

The current analysis shows that it is energetically favorable for
fcc austenite to form in the immediate vicinity of the dislocation.
However, the kinetic path that the system would take for this
transformation to occur is beyond the scope of this work and re-
mains to be determined. Nevertheless, some considerations are
presented here, since our calculations indicate thatMn in bcc Fe has
a slightly positive volume misfit and it is thus expected that Mn
atoms would initially segregate to the tension side of the disloca-
tion rather than to its compression side. Here, we tentatively pro-
pose the following hypotheses that might explain the kinetics of
the process: First, even thoughMn atoms are slightly larger than Fe,
the misfit volume of Mn is relatively small (<1 Å3) and one would
expect a significant amount of Mn atoms in the tension side at the
temperatures considered in experiments. Second, local fluctuations
in the Mn concentration along the dislocation line might induce a
section of the dislocationwith statistically higherMn concentration
to locally transform from bcc to fcc with the help of the compres-
sion stress field, acting as embryo state of the linear complexions.
Once such a transformation occurs, the local fcc phase would
attract nearby Mn atoms, since Mn atoms prefer to partitioning
from bcc into fcc, and the embryo would grow along the
compression field of the dislocation line. Further, there might be a
favorable interaction between Mn atoms and the stacking fault in
the dislocation core [67,68]. If the interaction is favorable enough,
then this can also act as a nucleus for the complexion. These hy-
potheses are to be explored by further calculations in the future.

As illustrated in Fig. 4 the Mn enrichment to dislocations has a
“pearl-necklace-like” appearance, i.e. regions of higher and lower
Mn enrichment alternate along the dislocation core. The periodicity
of most regions is regular, although in some parts the regularity is
clearly disturbed. These irregularities are attributed to a local
change in the dislocation segment orientation. As shown earlier,
only edge dislocation segments attract Mn atoms. The highly
deformedmaterial investigated here contains a high density of jogs
and kinks located at the edge dislocations where a different Mn
enrichment is expected. Similar observations of a concentration
change due to the curvature of the grain boundaries were reported
by Yao and Miller [69,70] and of dislocation loops by Hoummada
[71] and Marquis [20]. The regions with periodic concentration

changes may arise due to a combination of various reasons:
different lattice parameter between austenite and martensite;
interface tension [72] and interface energy [73]. If there was a
continuous transformation along the dislocation enormous strain
would have to be accommodated along the dislocation line.
Therefore, for energetic reasons the precipitation must alternate
between segments with smaller and bigger lattice parameter along
the dislocation line.

Such a confinement of a new structural state at a lattice defect
resembles phenomenologically the concept of complexions: i.e. a
defect-stabilized region in thermodynamic equilibrium with a
structure and composition different from the surrounding matrix
[38e40,42,43]. Up to the current case [44], complexions have only
been observed on grain and phase boundaries [40,43]. Therefore,
here we propose that solute enriched zones along dislocations can
undergo complexion transitions, leading to the existence of
confined chemical and structural states in local equilibrium with
the dislocation stress field, as supported by the existence of a local
minimum in the free energy curve for austenite formation. These
confined states reduce the mobility of the abutting dislocations, as
indicated by the discontinuous yielding observed in the tensile
tests performed at room temperature on the tempered samples
(Fig. 1). Therefore, the formation of linear complexions might be a
newway for tailoring mechanical properties in advancedmaterials.
Additionally, linear complexions possibly affect the kinetics of
growth and morphology of second phases like austenite along low
angle grain boundaries. Markedly, the formation of confined states
at dislocations is a new microstructural finding that might offer
new insights to explain different phenomena in materials science.

6. Conclusions

Static strain aging effects at 450 �Cwere observed in a binary Fe-
9wt%Mn alloy and explained in terms of equilibrium enrichment of
Mn atoms to edge dislocation segments. Using correlative TEM/APT
analysis Mn-enriched cylindrical structures observed in 3D atom
probe tomography maps could clearly be identified as decorated
dislocation lines. TEM analysis and APT provided direct evidence
for the formation of new structural states along the dislocation
cores of dislocation edge segments. The Mn concentration in the
dislocation core at the tempering temperatures 400 �C, 450 �C and
540 �C reaches levels of 30, 25, 20 at%, respectively, matching the
respective Mn concentrations in austenite in thermodynamic par-
titioning equilibrium with a bcc matrix. Despite the fact that Mn
enrichment at dislocations has triggered local transformation into
austenite these structurally confined regions are unable to grow
during extended isothermal tempering experiments, resembling
phenomenologically the complexion concept. Thermodynamic and
elastic considerations suggest that the complexion formation at
dislocations are subcritical nuclei of austenite that are unable to
grow for energetic reasons.
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